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Following our mee(ing earlier this week, we attach preliminary comments prepared by Laurie
Gardiner on the final draft PEIA. Detailed comments have not yet been completed for the
Appendices but these will be forwarded later this week.

We look forward to discussing these points and a framework for identifying inputs from the
Environmental Team on the remaining work needed to complete the draft Final Technical
Report at our 2pm meeting today .
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DRAFT FINAL P~IA REPORT (APRIL 1998) PREPARED BY EEAN
PRELIMINARY REVIEW COMMENTS

PREAMBLE

This is a summary of comments prepared following a preliminary review of the draft final
Preliminary Environmental Impact Assessment (PEIA) supmit:ted by Environmental
Evaluation Associates of Namibia (Pty) Ltd (I=EAN) to GIBB as an input to the Mowe
Bay Fishing Port Feasibility Study. The PEIA report comprises two volumes:

1. Executive Summary, Main Text (Chapters 2~9)and Appendices A-F)
2. Appendices G (G.1, G2.1, G2.2, G3, and G4)

The two volumes are referred to in this review as Volumes 1 and 2, respectively.
Volume 1 includes separate c::l1aptersproviding a review of baseline environment, and a
summary of potential impacts and mitigation for each of the majn areas of interest taken
from reports prepared by the individual specialists comprising the EEAN environmental
team. Volume 2 comprises the detailed reports prepared by the specialists.

The review was performed by Dr Laurie Gardiner. Chief Scientist GIBB Environmental,
on behalf of tl1e Lead Consultant during the period 26-27 April 1996. A preliminary
meeting was held with EEAN to discuss the main points on Monday 27 April. This was
attended by Peter McEwen and Laurie Gardiner on behalf of GIBB and Dr Mary Seely
and Dr Keith Leggett representing EEAN. It was agreed that the comments would be
set down in writing so that EEAN would be able to respond and update the report
accordingly for final review by GIBB. A second meeting was arranged for 2pm on
Wednesday 29 April to disCllss the review comments and the framework for further input
from EEAN which will be needed to complete the project study requirements.

Overall conclusions and general comments are made on the main issues identified from
the review. These are followed by specific comments on individual sections of the
document. Recommendations for responding to the comments are made on a point by
point basis. Recommendations are made on the basis that the Final PEIA will be a
stand-alone report to be submitted by GIBB to the Client (MWTC, GRN) as a supporting
document within the Final Technical Report.

The pelA has brought together baseline environmental data for the area influenced by
the Mowe Bay port and has identified at a strategic level potential impacts associated
with the proposed development. Nevertheless, several serious deficiencies have been
identified with the report. These principallY relate to non..adherence to the Environmental
Tenns of Reference (ETOR) and a weakness in the evaluation of the significance of
impacts and the effectjveness of mitigation. The assessment has generally considered
a worst case scenario without due conslderation of less environmentally damaging
alternatives and without taking into account design measures which have already been
planned to limit impact (e,g. wastewater treatment), both aspects of which require
consideration under the ETOR. In consequence, the findings that significant
environmental impact will arise is not surprising. The analysis and summary of



individual issues focuses on potential impacts rather than a consiQeration of their
likelihood, duration, magnitude and significance .. the exception being the terrestrial
component. There is no clear indication in the summary tables of the effectiVeness of
mitigation or conversely the significance of 'residual' impacts after mitigation has been
taken into account. Social aspects (including tourism) have not receiveQ adequate
coverage, particUlarly as major impacts are concluded for this area. Environmental
costs and benefits are not quantified, Findings from the public consultation are not
included in the summary (although this exercise is still being evaluated). The supporting
reports by experts (Appendices G) do not have a summary/conclusions section.
Overall, tne PEIA report is of limited value in assessing what environmental impacts
may actually occur, how significant these are and whether mitigation can effectively be
applied for the range of alternatiVes under consideration. It is not a document which will
ajd and steer the development team in the task of understanding the environmental
consequences of alternatives and optimising development options. It is recommended
that the document be revised in light of these comments and with the minimum effort
needed to comply with the ETOR. Subsequent effort should be directed at completing
environmental inputs to the draft Final Technical Report. This will require revising the
Options Report in line with changes in options currently being considered and a more
detailed environmental emalysisfor the final preferred development option.

The main report contains no section describing the Project Terms of Reference (TOR)
or the Environmental Terms of Reference (ETOR) although copy of an edited ETOR
(dated 20 April 1998) appears as AppendiX A. The need for this section was indicated
by GIBB in the proposed t~ble of contents for the eTOR and is anyway a reporting
requirement unQer Namibia's EA policy. A new Section 2.2 (Terms of Reference)
should lJe inserted. The section should reference the TOR ( e.g within the Inception
Report) and quote appropriate text to summarise project environmental requirements
(i,e. extracts from Sections 3.2.2.2 and 3.5.2.1 iii) e). The new section shOUldalso
include a comment to the effect that Terms of Reference for the Environmental work
were drawn up by GIBB in consultation with EEAN and these are given in Appendix A.
Appendix A shoLlldcomprise Appendix E from the Inception Report with an introdUctory
note indicating any deviations from this ETOR which were agreed with GIBB.

A number of aspects of the Environmental TOR have not been addressed or have not
been adequately studied:

1. Assessment of Impacts - in many cases only potential impacts are considered by the
specialists and therefore the analysis is superficial. With few exceptions (e.g.
terrestrial impact), the assessments do not address the signIficance of the resultant
impact. Many impacts from the development will be local in nature and can be
mitigated to a degree. Others will be of national or international importance (e.g.
concerns regarding loss of unique Wildernessand associated tourism impacts). The
strategic· study needs to identify and differentiate these impacts. The approach



adopted for assessing terrestrial impacts should be extended to the other areas
under consideration using summary tables in each specialist report to present the
findings. The table should include a column indicating the mitigation potential for
each identified impact on a qualitative basis (e.g. high, moderate, low, none). The
summary table should be amended to record the significance of impact after
mitigation has been fully taken into account. These tables should be carried fOlWsrd
to the main report and used as a basis to present the main findings.

2. Proposed Project Infrastructure - the PEIA has in most cases not taken account of
proposed project infrastructure which will limit environmental impact (e.g. industrial
wastewater treatment plant; sewage treatment works, solid waste landfill etc).
Hence incorrect conclusions have been drawn on the likely impact from the
proposed development e,g. impacts from direct discharge of high 800 fish
processing waste to the harbour will be avoided by on~shore pre-treatment and
discharge through a 200m outfall. The EEAN team should review Appendix F
(Township Infrastructure) of the March 1997 Options Report, reassess the
significance of impacts and modify the conclusions in line with the findings.

3. Mitigation Measures •. these have Peen proposed but there Is no analysis of their
cost or effectiveness (other than ill-defined references in Table 9.2 to limiting,
diminishing or partially ameliorating impacts). An impact which is considered major
without mitigation (but which has a moderate/high potential for mitigation), will
obviously be reduced in impact Wheremitigation is put into effect. Several instances
of this were identified in the PEIA. A major impact is associated with over..
abstraction of groundwater from the mouth of the Hoarllsib River with moderate
potential for mitigation. The author recommends monitoring measures to ensure
abstraction rates QO not exceed recharge rates as well as burying the pipeline to
minimise visual impact. In this instance, effective mitigation has been identified to
reduce the impact and this should be acknowledged in the analysis (Table 7.2.3)
and the costs taken forward. In cases where significant impacts cannot be mitigated
e.g. loss of wilderness, this needs to be clearly differentiated in the strategic
analysis, Refer to Point 1 regarding recommendations to address this issue.

4, Environmental Benefits - these have not been adequately identified or assessed.
These could inclUdeemployment opportunities (harbour construction, operation and
maintenance; fish processing; marine servicing etc), additional tourism potential (e.g.
support for land based and marine based tourism such as game fishing, recreation
and amenity centre); opportunity for multiple use port with integrated development
of local resources. Such benefits were identified by the Environmen~alConsultants in
the formulation of Option 3 but this has not even been mentioned. The PEIA needs
to be an unbiased assessment of all impacts - beneficial or adverse. Benefits should
be flagged up in the specialist reports and the main report under sections in which
they occur and conclusions drawn in the ExecutiveSummary.

5. Economic Costs .. the economic analysis of environmental costs and benefits does
not identify costs in real (US$) terms. Tl1ere is a clear need to identify the
environmental costs (and benefits) in the PEIA so that they can be brought forward
in the economic analysis of project viability. Costs will include costs of proposed
mitigation and monitoring measures as well as so called external costs - those,



(residual) impacts which cannot satisfactorily be mitigated e.g. loss of wilderness.
sense of place etc. Where these impacts cannot be quantified, the report should so
indicate and highlight the need to take this into account in consideration of project
viability. A section should be added to Chapter 8 (Environmental Economics) to
cover tl1isaspect and an appropriate reference included in the Executive Summary.

6. Analysis of Alternatives - Task 2 of the ETOR requires an analysis of alternatives.
Taple 3.4 of the PEIA sets out the infrastructure framework for the project in terms of
options, Infrastructure components and which alternatives are being recommended
or considered within each component. In analysing impacts of the proposed
development e,g. harbour, processing, power, roads, the PEIA has generally
considered a worst case scenario (Option 2) - no consideration has been given to
identifying alternatives where environmental impacts could be reduced or even
avoided. For example, the assessment of the road component (Appendix G4,
Section 7.2.4) assumes that a new road from Mowe Bay to Opuwo will be included
by default without looking at lesser Impacts from upgrading existIng roads. The
power section only considers the effects of power lines to the national grid - no
analysis Is macle of local diesel generation Isolar heatinglwind power (all relatively
benign alternatives). Under Water Supply, the report only considers abstraction
from the mouth of the Hoarasib River - there is no separate consideration of
desalination of seawater ( a relatively low impact alternative). In this instances there
are viable alternatives which could be considered but which have not been taken
forward and developed in the PEIA (as required by the ETOR). It is not
recommended that this be undertaken in terms of revising the PEIA as this would
take too long. Instead, the revised PEIA should make clear reference to that fact
that a worst case option has been considered but that there are options where many
of the identified significant impacts could be avoided or mitigated (and refer to the
draft Environmental Options Report in Appendix C).

7. Framework/Methodology for Environmental Assessment - although not required by
the ETOR, there is no section describing the framework and methodology of the
strategic assessment. In other words, the approach used by the environmental
team to identify, predict and evaluate strategic environmental impacts. The
approach adopted by the specialists is not consistent and varied from a discussion
of background information on potential impacts in the marine environment with
outline mitigation measures (Appendix G2.2 ) to a more rigorous analysis (Appendix
G4 on terrestrial impacts). This aspect should be acknowledged in the Section 2.2
(Approach to Study) together w~h the comment in 2.6 above regarding assessment
of worst case scenario.

8. Socia-economic Impacts inclUdingTourism - there are major impacts in these areas
from the PEIA findings yet these topics are not accorded an in-<iepthanalysis within
the study. There is no section dealing with socio~economic impacts although
elements sucl1 as tourism and welfare are considered under Appendix G-4
(Terrestrial Environment) alongside water, biodiversity, health and pollution. The
scope of this Appendix is too broad and does not allow a clear appreciation of
impacts within the respective areas. The baseline information (Section 7.1.6) on
Tourism is only 7 lines long and inadequate for the amount of published research
data in this area from the Ministry of Environment and Tourism and the vital



importance of this aspect for developing the local economy. It is recommended that
Appendix G~ be split up with a separate Chapter covering socio-economic impacts
and addressing tourism, recreation/amenity, community severance and welfare etc.
EEAN should Pe aware that GIBB has commissioned an socio-economic study (by
Mr Tapscott) which will need to be integrated into the Final PEIA.

9. Use of Natural Resources for Construction - this aspect does not appear to have
been addressed, as required under the ETOR. There are potentially significant
impacts from the supply and transportation of natural materials in the construction of
the harbour and roads e,g. use of borrow pits. This aspect needs to assessed within
the PEIA.

10. Solid waste management and Wastewater Treatment - there has been no detailed
specialist study on these topics. They have been given superficial examination
under Section 7.4 of the main report, This section appears to be a later addition to
the report and the style is more a discLlssion of potential issues than an analysis of
impacts from the proposed development. Many of the recommendations put forward
have already been incorporated within the proposed infrastructure design. It is clear
that the author has not read AppendiX F (Township Infrastructure) in the Options
Report, This includes provision for a domestic sewage treatment plant 1 km east of
the town with water reuse for irrigation; a separate industrial wastewater treatment
plant With marine outfall; and a sanitary landfill site north of the town. The essential
requirement for a hazardous waste cJisposal facility at Mows Bay, as recommended
in the PEIA, has not been demonstrated •.the alternative of temporary storage In a
suitably contained area pending shipment to Walvis Bay may also be an option.

Cover Page - amend text to indicate PEIA nas been prepared for GIBB Ltd as part of
the Feasibility Study.

lcover Photograph - a picture showing wrecked boats while appropriate to the Skeleton
Coast in not considered particularly sensitive in the context of a new port; a panoramic
view of Mowe Bay would be a better choice.

Executive Summ~ry - to be amended in line with revisions/changes/additions to the
main text as appropriate; comments to be provided following submission of second
draft.

Terminology useCl - brief examples of secondary and cumulative impacts would assist
the non-technical reader in understanding these concepts.

Table of contents - amend in line with comments elsewhere on restructuring report (e.g.
sections on Socio •.economicrrourism etc ; include section on TOR; move Section 3.3.
(Planning and Policy Framework) to Section 4 as it does not have any bearing on project
Description; amend Ch 4 title to include land use planning; change Ch 9 title to
Summary, Conclusions and Recommendations (or similar) • no alternatives have been
considered. Include list of appendices in Vol 1 (and separate contents list for Vol 2).



Sec 2,1 last para - include a brief summary of what the findings were for Options 1, 2
and 3 from the draft Environmental Options Report and how the PEIA links in with this
stUdy.

Sec 2.2.1 first para - alternatives were not compared and the reference to this should be
deleted. Appendix A contains the environmental TOR not the project TOR. The P~IA
will need to be significantly amended if it is to address all the environmental
requirements set out in the project TOR e.g. environmental impacts of different options
and of the final preferred option .. these aspects may instead comprise additional
sections in the environmental portion of the Final Technical Report.

Sec 2.2,1 last para ..this paragraph will only apply if the PEIA does include the relevant
sections such as landscape, natural resources etc which are missing in the first draft.

P8 - this is missing in the review copy.

P9., last para .. the limitations here should be cross-referenced to the relevant sections
in the report where they are discussed.

Chapter 3 summary - last sentence is not appropriate to chapter title (Project
Description) and should be moved to Chapter 4 where the planning framework is
considered. A summary of the project elements section should be inserted instead.

P13 •.this is missing in the review copy.

P13 and 14 .,Sections 3.3.1 and 3,3.2 on land use plans etc should be moved to Ch4.

Section 3,4.. this section is far too brief for a stand alone report and would not satisfy
the Namibian guidelines for EA reporting (Project Proposal); the section should include a
brief overview for Options 1, 2 and 3 given in Table 3.4 with a cross.,reference to details
in Appendix 1 of the Options Report (Appendix C of the PEIA). The project elements
listed in Table 3.2 which have been assessed in the PEIA should be clearly stated and
an explanation given where such elements have not been considered.

Ch4 summary - this should be amended to include limitations regarding land use
plans/policies,

Sec 4,1 - a summary of the implications of the draft Environmental Management Act
(buried in Appendix G-1) and the National Development Plan (not assessed) would
assist the reader. This section also needs salient points from Namibia's Environmental
Assessment Policy (with appropriate cross-reference to Appendix B).

Ch5 SlImmary; second paragraph - the sQcio-eCQnomicimpact regarding seasonal
employment would be better placed within a summary of the chapter on socio~
ecOnomics.

Section 5.2 • first sentence: Appendix G·2 doesn't exist; Appendix G-2.1 may be more
appropriate but this only contains baseline q~ta on the marine environment - it does not
include an assessment of impacts of the proposed development on fishery stocks etc as



stated in Section 5,2. As there is no detailed expert report in Appendix G on fisheries
resources, some additional text snould be given to describe the potential impacts listed.
Reference should also be made to the expert report by MRAG on fisheries resource as
this is likely to be the definitive study in the context of this project.

Table 5.2.1 ~col~mn titles should be de~ned, in particular the difference petween long-
term cumulative effects and secondary cumulative effects: and between environmental
sustainability and environmental viability; the reference to economic viability should be
deleted as this is not an environmental Issue and it is addressed in detail outside the
PEIA. The table lists potentjal impacts - but what is their significance and to what extent
(high, medium, low etc) can the effects be mitigated? i.e. an analysis as per terrestrial
impacts (cf Table 7.2.3).

Section 5.3 - mitigation given in Table 5.3 does not appear to be included within either
Appendix G2,1 or G2.2.

Chapter 6 summary - the conclusions regarding impacts on the coastal environment
from Mowe Bay are not supported by the two specialist papers on the coastallharbour
environments (Appendices G2,2 and G-3)j this summary needs to be revisited in the
light of comments below.

SectiQn 6.2 - the impacts are POTENTIAL and could realistically be applied to any
harbour development; reference needs to be made to Appendix G2.2 as this also has
examined impacts of Mowe Bay port on the coastallharbour environment - the is scope
for confusion here as both Appendices overl~p in their assessments,

Table 6.2 - there Is essentially no difference between potential impacts on benthic and
littoral environments and these could be combined for Simplicity:The conclusions drawn
from the summary table are erroneous as these are only potential impacts. It will be
found that many so called potential impacts will not be significant in the context of Mowe
aay, particularly when the port infrastructure is taken into account (e.g. sewage and
wastewater treatment plants). Additional tables are required here to summarize the
significance of impacts (cf Table 7.2.3). Post-mitigation impacts should only be
considereQin the final assessment.

Table 6,3 - many of the proposed' mitigation' actions have indeed already been catered
for in the port design (land based sewage treatment and disposal etc); mitigation
potential (high, medium, lowetc) as well as indicative costs should be identified.

Section 7.2 .,the approach adopted in this study regarding assessment of significance of
impacts should be extended to the other studies with appropriate summary tables
prepared:

Table 7.2.1 - X under aquifer exploitation should logically be under Water column;
subtitles (e.g. tourism, biodiversity ete) With impacts grouped accordingly would help
simplify the left hand column and reduce the table to a Singlepage.

Table 7.2.2 • what do blanks signify and what is difference between blank and X? The
logic of denoting a negligible impact with an X is questioned; cumulative impacts on



biodiversity were denoted XXX In Appendix G-4: how do the impacts change if
mitigation as proposed is applied? How significant are the residual (post-mitigation)
impacts in terms of local, regional or nationallinternational importance? How does the
analysis taKe account of tourist gains/benefits as concluded in Chapter B (p44)? No
impacts are considered for solid and wastewater disposal, and extraction of natural
resources.

Section 7.2 last para ~ according to the findings of Tables 7.2.2 and 7.2.3, tourism
biodiversity and health impacts are partiCUlar to the construction phasej however,
impacts on welfare replace health as a significant issue and water (abstraction) impacts
are cited as being of importance during the operational phase.

Section 7.4. - refer to comments under point 2.10 above.

Chapter B Summary ~the positive impact on tourism for a small clean harbour has not
been identified in Ch7 under tourism: this Chapter is the only one which considers
impacts (in this case costs/benefits) for the four options.

P44 • The author notes that all development options will impact negatively to some
degree an the unique wilderness of the Skeleton Coast although the effect will depend
on the nature of the development. He identifies Option 3 (partial proceSSing) as
generating fewer enVironmental costs than Options 1 and 2, and the greatest benefits
from tourism. He identifies loss of competitiveness of the park to international tourism as
a result of the development as a potential impact but suggests that this negative
perception could be reducedwith additional marketing.. This analysis does not appear to
support the conclusions given in the Executive Summary that "the tourism potential of
the region will be severely reduced by the development of a Fishing Port...". The
position regarding benefits/conflicts with tourism in Kunene is complex and deserves a
det~i1edstudy.

Chapter 9 Title ~ no alternatives have in fact been analysed and the title should be
changed to reflect the actual contents.

Table 9.1 .•. this analysis is based on potential impacts which do not take account of
enVironmental control plant and mitigation measures; the marine environmental impact
is shawn as minor ..presumably this is a typo else it should not be included in the table;
impacts on the coastal environment are not considered to be significant according to the
findings of the specialist reports; the socio--economicenvironment needs a separate
assessment to do justice to this issue; jobs during the construction phase represent a
benefit and the table impact summary 'minor in short term' should be adjusted to reflect
this.

Table 9.2 - see comments above regarding terms such as Kpartiallyameliorated" and the
need for a firmer quantification of mitigation potential - is it only 10%, 50% or 90%
effective. Also wh~t are the approximate costs of mitigation - $1Ok,$10Dk or ~1DOOk.••?

Section 9,4 ~ the PEIA should provide a statement of the enVironmental impacts of
options/alternatives that have been considered Without any recommendations for any



one Option or whether or not the development should proceed (this is an observation of
Mr Lowe, MWTC).

Appendices A to F.. comments to follow
Appendices G (Volume 2).. comments to follow

References .•the source of factual data quoted in the text should be referenced.

Figures - these need to be included and referenced in the text.

Cross-references - individual sections should cross-reference other sections to avoid
repetition of similar data/text.

Spell chee!t, pagination, correct table references ete - editorial aspects should be
checked ~s there are some discrepancies.

LRG/2B.04.98
RavO
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Accuracy of "Secor,dary Benefits" to be defIned and when will they come on
stream - specifically * Mining
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* Industrial
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outside the Feasibility StudJ/or all options.
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COMMENTS ON PREUMINARY OPTIONS REPORT

BY: K C KELLERHALS, ENGiNEE~: DeSIGN

According to the Terms of Refererce p10, the following points must be considered for each

option:

b) Requirements for optimal cn"shore processing at M5we Say and for marketing and

distribution of fish products HO processed at M6we Bay

d) Technical, economic, and fill" ncial feasibility and viability, including a risk and sensitivity

analysis of constructing and operating the fishing port and its directly linked associated

infra-structure

g) Any aspects which will have material impact on the final design, costs and feasibility of

Mowe Bay operating as an erltity, but which had not been considered in this project and

which thus require to be incorporated into the implementation stage

In general a more detailed analysisncluding quantifications is required, especially with regard

to items a), d) and e). Before opti ::ms can be ranked, the economic and financial analysis

(including a risk and sensitivity analys s) must be carried out for each option. I especially missed

the risk analysis regarding fish availability (apparently under way), but such an analysis is also

required regarding mining and touri~m.

In the comparison of options the "cie nothing"-option should be included as well as sensible

combinations of the suggested optic ns.

Please check the scales on all the me; ps; most of them are wrong or non-existent. The comments

made by Department of Water Affairs regarding the maps are supported.
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POTENTIAL IMPACTS ARISING FROM CHANGES TN THE UELIVERY OF
ENVIRONMENTAL SER"ICES

Service impac.t

A hU'gestructu.·e developed in SCP
Impact on the sense of place within SCJ

Increased sllippillg activity inshore
Increased shipping activity
Increase the risk of pollution from ship,
Impact on the sense of place within SO

A harbour development creating a Sal

mooring site

Service impact

Water abstt'action could reduced
freshwater in the natural environnwi
Reduced numbers of game and birdlife i
al1'ected areas
Flagship species :;uch as the desert elep,
and rhinos may reduce their frequency (
visits to the affected areas

A dirty industry could produce noise
emuent, visual pollution and odour'S
within the environment
Reduce the attractiveness of the area to
tourists and town residents

Economic impact

Reduce the value of the region as a national
) and international wilderness

Reduee the stock of assets for tourism in
Namibia

Reduce the value ofthe region as a national
and international wilderness

'lllg Increased ri ,k of pollution control with high
) financial costs

Increased risk to the perceived wilderness
value of the SKP
Pollution events could reduce tourist visits
and reduce economic retums

fe An opportunity for marine based tourism
An additional tourism opportunity for
Namibia
An opportunity for game fishing safaris

Economic impact

Limit opportunities for tourism
It Reduce Namibia's competitiveness as an
n the international ecotourism d~stination

Mitigation costs would be high with the
lams need to desdinate watr;r
If

, Reduce the value of the region as a
wilderness
Limit tourist numbers and consequently
reduced economic returns
Eftluent management may have high
mitigation costs - local waste treatment
plant or removed to other locations



A large industry could attrllct large
numbers of jub seekers lbut unsucces~ ful
in the short term] who would need to
settle and rely 011the local envil'ollluellt
for service IJI"ovision
Reduce the attractiveness ofthe area to
tourists and town residents
Large numbers of people living in SCP
Consumption of local resources and pos ,ible
threats to high value species such as;
elephant and rhino

A lal"ge demand for industrial input..-l will
rcquil'e n large volume of either road ()I"

shil)ping h'ansport
Reduce t1.e attractiveness of the area an i
road route to tourists
Con.11ictbetween road industrial transpc rt
and tourist trame from Mowe Bay to \\i alvis
Bay

Reduce the value of the region as a
wilderne~s
Limit tourist numbers and consequently
reduced economic returns
Management of harvesting may have high
costs eg. diverted resources t1·omnature
conservation activities, provision of
alternative resources

Reduce the value of the region as a
wilderness
Limit tourist numbers and consequently
reduced economic returns
Jncrease road maintenance costs
Upgrading of road for eXletl~ive areas could
be necessary \'-;ithhigh costs
Mitigation may require the temporal
separation of road use, with costs for local
industry
Reduce Namibia's competitiveness as an
international ecotourism destination

-
Sen ce impact Economic impact-
Electricity generation through diesel may Pollution control costs
increase the risk of poll'jtioll ill the al'ea

Electricity provision via the national grid Reduce the value of the region as a
would ",•.eate a negative visual impac: in wilderness
SCP Negatively impact on tourist perceptions of
The construction of power lines is like1~'to lhe region for existing tour operators
lead to a scared environment where lar!.e Limit tourist numbers and consequently
vehicles would move through sensitive reduced economic returns
environments
The sense of place would be negatively
impacted



Service impact Economic iLlpact

:h Reduce the value of the region as a
wilderness

Ted Negatively impact on tourist perceptions of
m the region for existing tour operalors

Limit tourist numbers and consequently
reduced economic returns
Mitigation costs to limit soil wash and
runoff damage would be high
A road fl'om the nOlih would be more
attractive fl)r tourists to make' round trip~
11'0111 Etosha, and would increase numbers
into the area

Reduce the value of the region as a
wilderness

x Negatively impact on tourist perceptions of
the region for existing tour operators
Limit tourist numbers and consequently
reduced economic returns
Mitigation could require that special areas a
allocated and developed for in-migrants

of Increased costs for wildlife management in
lote the region
es Loss of access to high value species for

national and international community
Mitigation could require 5tri<:tsecurity
measures for the port

A road develol)ed to the north thl"OUI
the rugged mountain west of I'urros
Major earthworks would result in a seal
environment, with a negative intluence I

the sense of place

A road ti'om the north may accelerate
informal urbanisation at Mowe bay,
reducing the attractiveness of the area f
tourists

Access to a port to the northern region~
Namibia and southern Angola may prof
increased harvesting of high value spe(:i
such as pangolin and elephant

Service impact Economic impact

Water abstraction from l'ivel'-beds cculd
reduce game in the •.egion, paliicularly
nagship species such as elephnnt and
rhino

Reduced opportunities for tourists
Reduced opportunit.ies for tourist camps
Negatively impact on tourist perceptions of
the region for existing tour operators
Limit tourist numbers and consequently
reduced economic returns



-
A dam would reduce the wilderness Reduce the value of the region as a
experience wilderness

Negatively impact on tourist perceptions of
the region tor existing tour operators
Limit tourist numbers and consequently
reduced economic returns-

A dam could alter game lllovements by Reduce the value of the region as a
reducing water ac.cess in the lower river but wilderness
increase water access to the upper area Negatively impact on tourist perceptions of
Could provide a more permanent site tt) [' the region for existing tour operators
gall1eviewing Could be an opportunity for a tourist camp

Service impact

Increased aircraft activity could alter thll
sense of place

Economic, impact

Reduce the value of the region as a
wilderness
Negatively impact on tourist perceptions of
the region 101' existing tour operators
Mitigation could require airspace ZClningand
reduce the most economic flight paths for
tourist and fish transport routes

Service impact Economic impact

Reduced attractiveness for tourists Reduce the value of the region as a
wilderness
Negatively impact on tourist perception!:! of
the region for existing tour openaors
Limit tourist nUlnbers and consequently
reduced economic returns
Mitigation could require that a residential
area be located a short way from the POlt
with transpol1 costs

Large numbers of residents would requ: re Reduce the benefits from high paying
recreation oPPOltunities and could eonfiet tourism
with the exclusive tourism in the area



I,arge numbers of residents would creat ~
increased ro~d traf11cand negatively impact
on the .

Service impacts

Large illve.stments could pl'ovide
incentives to promote a less conse •.v~
approach to catch quotas
Increased pressure on the existing fish
stocks
Accentuation of the cyclical nature oft
fishery

The development of linear service
infrastructur~ in SCP is likely to make
negative visual impact on a large prop'
ofrhe park
Infrastructure is likely to impact negati
on airbcrne tourism

Development in the SCP which is not
compatible with the perspectives of tm
may reduce its attractiveness to tourist
Negative perception::; in European com
could reduce the attractiveness ofNarr
as an ecotourist destination

The development of tourism in the regll

A new development with international
funding and a location selling products
internationally is likely to be required t,
meet international standard: and J SO 1
requirements

An industrial development within the
Skeleton Coast Park would negatively
impact on the status of Namibia in
international conservation fratemity

Strict management of road traffic will be
required with higher management costs

Economic impacts

Increased fluctuation of employment
" proVision,Ive

Fluctuating need to provide social services
Dependence on a variable economy may
reduce incentives for investment in the

Ie region

Reduce the visual amenity and the sense of
wilderness for tourists, \"ith a limitation

lion potential tourist development options

ely

Potential development 0ppOltunities may be
-ists foreclosed

The international competitiveness of
tries Namibia as a ecotourism destination could
bia be decreased

)Il Increased tourism is likely to boost the
resources allocated to conservation activities
in the region

Meeting the required standards and auditing
will need high levels of environmental
management with high costs

·000

Reduced opportunities for international
funding for conservation activities



Desert Research Foundation of Namlibia---------------_.---------------------
From: Myles Mander <manderm@inr.unp ..ac.za>
To: drfn@iwwn.com.na
Subject: Mowe Bay
Date: 19 February 199810:42

Dear Mary and Keith

Please find some notes on tourism potentli II for the Mowe
Bay area. I hope you find it useful for your initial thoughts.

POTENTIAL TOURISM OPPORTUNITIES WITHIN
SKELETON COAST PARK

Tourists have generally not had access tel the Skeleton Coast
Park [SCP], yet it features highly in most C) f the promotional
and marketing materials. It is likely that aln inclusion of the
SCP within the tourism marketing could a~~ract additional
tourists to Namibia or extend the duration I)f visits. The
perceived overcrowding problems at SOSISJsvlei indicate that
desert experiences are in high demand.

There are probably opportunities for both 4lXciusive camps in
various nodes and for a general camp at ~'owe Bay.

It is my opinion that a facility at Mowe Bay could act as
spring board for tourists going to both ex(~usive camps and
for tourists wishing to go on day excursiOl1 s. In both
situations the tourists would need to be ac ::ompanied by
guides for providing interpretation of the I,ecal environment,
tourist safety, and environmental managet' nent.

Upper Hoanib
Lower Hoanib
Mowe bay
Upper Hoarisib
Lower Hoarisib
Rocky Point
False Cape Frio
Cape Frio

[The upper sections of the rivers, refer to ;I location still within
the SCP]

My feeling is that the Mowe Bay site couh:i accommodate 80
beds - with tourists using marine, desert, tlistorical features,
general recreation and pelagic game fishilflg. In addition, I
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believe that another 60 people could be ac,:ommodated by
another 6 small camps of 10 people each - which caters for
small groups in rustic but well serviced fac:iiities.

Ibelieve that these potentials will depend to n the tourists
perspectives of the Skeleton Coast Park. J \S the tourism
does not depend largely on big game, the Eense of place -
the expansive desert wilderness and peoples' humility - will
be important in attracting tourist. WhatevEr development
takes place, it must not conflict with natiom II and tourists
·sense of place' of the Skeleton Coast PaI1:.

Please look at this and if you are happy wi~1it, pass it on to
David Tagg at Burmeister. They are prepll ing their own
tourism scenarios.

Please let me have your home numbers. I 'leed to go away
to Pondoland for two days and will preparEtsome more
economic details for your meeting. Ihave r lot been able to
develop all I need to for you. Iwill work on it on the weekend.

Hope your cold [Mary] is getting better.

Myles
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1. It is with surprise that at a vef)· short notice public.enquiry are undertaken In Windhoek
and Walvis Bay. Both date:J are totally unsuitable for me to state my strongest
reservation In regard to a pos sible Harbour at Mowebay, within a very special Nature
conservation area. The status of this area must rate Icwbrld widell as one of the most
rarest "Wilderness" areas in the World and very strong international protest can be
expected if a commercial Hartour is erected at MOwebay.

There must be considerable re! earch material available In regard the previous study for
the Harbour at MOwebayby the Fishing Industry in the late 1960's or early 1970, as well
as the reasons for not starting the Harbour development, a special Development Fund
was created and the Administration of the Old South West Africa was strongly involved,
as well the Govemment of Sout, Africa. The investigation must clearly answer this YIl'X
pld qy.ition, and must Ryblilh the findings on previous investigations end summary
of these reports to compare th a projects differences.

3. The Hoanlb River with its catchr !'lentarea Is one of the major rivers in the Kaokoland and
a possible dam need a in de)th ecological environmental impact study where flood
volumes, fauna nd flora impacls, ground water quality below the proposed dam and its
effects on the below dams flora specific Indigenous trees, with increase of salinity in the
ground water quality over short lerm and long term; (see also the damage at the Swakop
river, Khanriver, Omaruru rivera as well to a extent in the Kulseb river) must be in detail
evaluated, against pr,sent nat Jre co~ervation international standards and local rules.

4. With a possible township development at Mowebay and a special Nature conservation
area surrounding a possible township, the following concerned questions must be aSked:

A. What measurements wi I be implemented to avoid any spread of exotic plant life
Into the Nature conse" ation areas?

B. What type of sewerage purification will be considered for the townshIp?

C. Will there be recycled E Iffluent water available for township irrigation?

O. What measurements wi IIbl" implemented to avoid wild animals movements into
the proposed townshiJ:? (Large animals su~h as Oryx, springboks and even
larger) .•. " .i},i,

'.;; i ··•. '::.~~ktE;.i';L·,;'·1''';:)'\,tj(;·:t,;:;;?".·:.:,··· .•·...':',):, ...( .i ••...•.... :, ...• ; .•.•.. _.,_.'f"' •..•..........
E. Wha.t type.of,wasteqi refusedumpipg will, be. Implemented for· the proposed.·.·•••

to\yn~~iJ).(s~rpng\Vit'lds, paper, plastif'l,/~stt'JTlov~lTIen~)to a,,~Ict~lJl'rOundlngc.,' •...•......... '...•'
..·",~,·NatuAt~·~s~fV~n'a~ ,:I~O belittefe~':~y~nd pOllution,aQ~~arJg~[.;.9\Y1ldiife<'h."",:,' /;"',"
,t." .. 8ndfauna,and flora.·,\'j ..··.....~fr~p·:;,i .•...•...,.,~'~.~;.: ..••.....,....•..:;".'&>/ ..'.;,,:.')} ... '.':.'Ii"::,,,jv.,,·.. ..'....

.. ;".---~':" ;~,A~~·::;}



The Permanent Secretary
Ministry of Works, Transport and Communication
Private Bag 13341
Bell street
WtNOHOEK
NAMIBIA
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(!JIBB HOUSI5

lONDON ~OAO
~EAOING
BEfiKSMIRg ROo HIL

TEL: 0, , e 963 5000
FA.\\: 01'894010501
Please reply to:

Glee LId
C/o BUlJlleisler & Partners
a 5ugene Marais Street
PO Elox 1496
WINDHOEK
NAMIBI~

Tel: +264 61 237193
Fax; +264 61 234628

MOW~'BAY FISHING PORT STUDY
Tourism

The Directorate of Tourjsm of ME·· has recently commissioned a study into the development
of tourism in the Kunene region. The project has only just started, and it is unlikely that any
results will be available for input i,to the Mowe Bay Study. However, I would suggest that
the stlldy is requested to consider the implications of a port at MOwe Bay, and the
associated infrastructure.

We currently have two opinions 011 the impact that the development would make on tourism
in the area (and indeed nationally)

• The qevelopment would destroy the "wilderness experience" of the whole region,
anq reduce the income from high volume speciality market.

• The increased urban Fopulation will cause environmental degradation in the
surrounding areas (e.g. ~oaching, over grazing, water demands ete).

.
• Fish processing is ugly ~nd smelly, and will reduce numbers visiting MOwe Bay

town (and hence surroun~ing areas).

• There may be national inplications for the tourist industry, The wilderness nature
of the Skeleton Coast may attract tourists to Namibia who never get to this part of
the country, but this attra ~ticn may decrease jf the port is constructed.
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• Ports, and any reasonilble size urban developments, do attract tourists (the tourist
industry at Llideritz is developing quickly).

• Improved access will in ~rease the Msemi~wilderness"tourist, who can't afford the
high costs at the top enClof the market, and maybe needs 2-wheel drive access.

• A road from Mowe Bay to Opuwo would create a new circular route, which would
benefit tourism in the nOll.hemarea of Kunene,

• Improved infrastructure, and a~d[tional revenues, will improve protection of the
environment (e.g. prevsution of poaching).

• The development will le;~vethe whole of the northern Skeleton Coast untouched,
and with a single road Inland. The opportunities for wilderness tourism will not be
significantly reduced,

In our stl!dy we will be considerinu these issues, but a full assessment is beyond our Terms
of Reference. We will be recommending that a full study on the impact on tourism is carried
out before a final decision is reac~ed, If this study (or at least a part) could be carried out
within the current MET stUdythen considerable economics could be achieved.

Co: Directorate of Tourism
Directorate of Environment:ll Affairs
B&P
EEAN
Gibb Reading

Mr Steven Brown
Mr Peter Tarr


